This article recounts the development of a stand-alone CAD platform, the IDIIOM. The IDIIOM was developed during the mid-1960s at Information Displays, Inc. (IDI), then in Mt. Vernon, N.Y. According to its creators, the IDIIOM was the first general-purpose design workstation, the first commercial CADD platform, and the first software drafting package to operate on its own computer without communication links to a mainframe computer. The article follows IDI's startup, the company's evolution into the fledgling computer graphics field, IDI's development of stand-alone CADD hardware and software, and IDI's unwillingness to accept the emerging technology of the Direct View Storage Tube.
Introduction
as the Information Displays, Inc.'s (IDI) Input Output Machine (IDIIOM) the first stand-alone CAD platform? During the 1960s, IDI became one of the earliest manufacturers and suppliers to the emerging computer graphics industry. Besides man-machine interactive devices, IDI also became noted for its proprietary IDIIOM systems product line used for processing and displaying computer-controlled data. Except for an actual computer, IDI's product line contained everything needed to construct an interactive graphics workstation (see Fig. 1 ). By 1962, computer-aided design and drafting (CADD) breakthroughs had become newsworthy, and the CADD challenge held out the promise of great financial reward.
For IDI engineers, who understood the state-of-the-art of visual computing, the leap from designing and producing controls of alphanumeric data displays to modifying these same controls for use with vector graphic displays seemed natural. But, contrary to their expectations, the successful introduction of an original CAD platform did not bring financial reward or even much public notice. Had this early high-tech venture simply arrived too far ahead of its time? Or had IDI simply failed to respond to rapidly changing technology?
IDI's Start-Up
In 1958, the Norden-Ketay Corporation sent its research and development director, Kenneth L. King, to manage its recently acquired Skiatron Electronics and Television Corporation. Skiatron was a large manufacturer of storage oscilloscopes, character generators, television and storage tube displays, and the man-machine interactive devices associated with this type of equipment. At the time of the Norden buyout, Skiatron relied on selling two products that had limited demand: a dark-trace tube, which projected a small 1950s-style black-and-white television display onto a large movie screen, and an ultrasonic light modulator, which had once projected boxing matches onto a theater-size screen in England.
After arriving at Skiatron, King asked one of his Norden engineers, Carl Machover, to join him. Within a few months, the two men found themselves embroiled not in full-time pursuit of leading-edge electronics, but in full-time defense of Skiatron's investment and involvement in pay television. As this political imbroglio deepened, King and Machover grew restless to resume their design engineering careers. Neither man was politically inclined. At Norden, King had designed electronic components and electromechanical systems. After his promotion to project manager, he had overseen entire radar, television, computer, and bombing system programs. At Norden, electrical engineer Machover had contributed to the design of servos, gyroscopes, precision test equipment, bombing systems, and navigation systems and had lately become interested in display devices. RMS Associates needed new products like those that King and Machover were interested in developing. Before long, the two Skiatron engineers began talking to RMS's president, Albert Vollendweider. For his part, Vollendweider recognized the possibilities presented by the two men's suggestions, and he quickly opened his company's doors to them. On arriving at RMS during 1960, King and Machover invited Alfred Pestone, a nondegreed but innovative Norden senior project engineer, to join them. Besides their collective design expertise, the three men reinvigorated the financially troubled company with their own funds. For their first product, the men designed and manufactured a completely transistorized character generator. Their stroke writer, a type of beam-sweeping character generator, projected short line segments that formed alphanumeric characters on the CRT display tube. The stroke writer had more versatility than the less-expensive monoscope and dot matrix character generator. The monoscope used a separate scan tube to project the characters etched into it, and the dot matrix generator created characters by selectively lighting its usually five wide by seven high dot matrix. 3 The stroke writer, which alone permitted use of the light pen, held the further advantage of text editing by allowing the user to place characters anywhere in the display. While the RMS character generator cast out 15,000 characters per second, its $15,000 selling price deterred buyers. Machover said: "We never built production quantities of our stroke writer. Usually, our customers would buy one and figure out they could build it as easily themselves." 1 Nowadays, rack-mounted, breadboarded character generators have been replaced by a tiny microchip costing just pennies to make. Besides its stroke writer, RMS Associates built a variety of products, hoping to find one it could mass-produce. The company designed and built an ultrasonic remote light switch controller and a Doppler radar calibrator. In time, however, the company regularly received special orders for manufacturing computer data displays. RMS had built special displays for the Royal Canadian Navy's radar simulator and designed dual 17-inch displays used aboard submarines to study control systems. In 1964, RMS management felt they had found their product line and decided to change the company name to Information Displays, Inc. The IDI name gave the company an identifying label in its perceived niche marketplace. One of IDI's prominent customers, the University of California at Berkeley, preferred IDI displays for computer graphics research. Another of IDI's first customers was Britain's National Engineering Laboratories (NAL). For NAL, IDI devised a computer system for designing marine propeller blades. 4 The NAL Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) system furnished IDI engineers with valuable experience in computer graphics design systems. During 1963 alone, sales of computer displays had surpassed $40 million. Optimistic industry statistics predicted even greater sales as the computer found new commercial applications (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 ). Unlike modern visual computing that relies on rapid generations of bitmaps, IDI display systems employed vector controls. Machover explains:
In the early 1960s, we operated in a vector world. Raster was not a common computer graphics display: The cost of memory to store the bit map was enormous. Most early computer graphic systems were all stroke writers, or vector writers. Not raster. Raster did not become a broadly used technology until the late 1960s and early 1970s when the cost of storing bitmaps went down. Until that point, the deflection amplifiers, which you used with stroke writers, were very powerful and needed kilowatts to operate. They also needed high speeds. And the resulting cost of monitors was consistently too high. 5 Aside from the high production costs of vector displays, IDI prospered; the company now employed close to 100 workers.
IDI's engineering staff, like most of the technical world, became fascinated by the promise of CADD systems. In 1962, even the public's awareness was piqued when Boston television showed ITEK Laboratories' Electronic Drafting Machine. The ITEK system designed optical lenses using special programming to control its local display via an online computer terminal linked to a mainframe computer. In January 1963, Ivan Sutherland's famed Sketchpad film, which showed Sutherland ostensibly manipulating a vector CADD application with ease, served to enlarge this interest. 6 While Sketchpad's ostensibly smooth and glitch-free operation ignited the computer graphics industry, the Sketchpad film obscured the significant obstacles blocking the road to a user-friendly, reliable, and cost-effective CAD application. Nevertheless, the commercial promise of machine drafting and design seemed imminent. During the 1960s, CADD research could be found at UCLA, Carnegie Tech, Dartmouth, Xerox, Bell Laboratories, GE, IBM, the Rand Corporation, and elsewhere. Generally, these first CADD prototypes employed a remote terminal and point-plotting display linked to a mainframe computer. To IDI's brain trust, the CADD challenge did not seem formidable: Their stroke writer already furnished some computer graphics applications, such as table and graph generation. IDI engineers believed they could simply enlarge on their existing interactive controls and assemble a CADD system out of the computer graphics technology that filled IDI's premises. And so the IDIIOM line of vector graphics computers began.
To IDI's brain trust, the CADD challenge did not seem formidable.
An IDI Prospectus reported in its company history section:
Early in 1967, the Company decided to offer for sale a selfcontained, free-standing graphic display system to be known as the IDIIOM (for "Information Displays, Inc.'s Input-Output Machine"). The IDIIOM, the design of which is substantially complete and the prototype of which is presently under construction, will initially be produced only on customer order and is designed to incorporate a small integrated circuit computer (not manufactured by the Company) with the Company's DUALFLEC display system. The IDIIOM will be capable of operations as a self-contained data processing system using only the internal computer or as a graphic-display terminal for an external computer where large-scale data manipulation or storage is needed.
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Historians have generally regarded the Adage graphics system as the first stand-alone CAD workstation. However, since its inventors did not announce Adage's existence until later in 1967, one must respect IDIIOM's claim to historical primacy. (The Adage system programmer's reference and system manual is dated January 1968.)
The IDIIOM Platform
After deciding to market a dedicated engineering design system, IDI first confronted the difficult decision involving the choice of a minicomputer. After looking over the limited number of computer systems, IDI finally settled on the Varian 620/i. IDI decided against DEC's PDP-8, since it expected direct competition in computer graphics from that small start-up company. (The DEC338, DEC's first commercial CAD offering, arrived during 1968.) 8 IDI also favored designing and building its own highspeed display system rather than rely on Hewlett-Packard's model 1340, which IDI also viewed as an eventual competitor. The first IDIIOM, and IDI's first large product, consisted of four main parts:
• a Varian 620/i computer (the Programmable Memory Unit, PMU),
• an IDI main display console, • a display processing unit, and • a small box or console to hold the function generators.
Other standard accessories included a light pen and a teletypewriter. IDI engineers reconfigured this basic hardware to create two separate processing units that shared this third-generation computer's limited memory. Two separate memory areas supported the special needs of the PMU and display generator. To distribute information within this new hardware configuration, IDI developed a unique machine language and supervisory program. With time-sharing, the IDIIOM's Varian computer PMU accommodated five additional display consoles, each directed through individual light pens and function keyboards. 9 IDIIOM's 32-function console furnished standard system calls, such as those of the F1 through F12 keys now found on modern computer keyboards. Other function keys gave access to:
• hardware function generators for character writing,
• line and circle drawing and editing, • intensity and blink control, and • character scaling and rotation.
IDI designed these and other universally desired functions into its hardware and, thereby, relieved the system's programming memory requirements. A switch on the light pen permitted major machine interrupts. A halt switch on the main console effected a "warm boot," as do similar pushbuttons now found on desktop PCs. As noted, the IDIIOM maintained two computer programs in memory at all times: One program drove computer operations; the other drove the display generator. This second program maintained a command instruction set called the "display file," which was used to process data "lists." The display file's modern counterpart is the CAD application program that employs Lisp programming. On reaching the end of the display file, IDIIOM's programming booted itself back to the top of the file. In this way, IDI redrew or refreshed the display before the tube's phosphor luminescence decayed. The CRT display usually regenerated 60 times per second. IDIIOM's 21-inch diagonally measured CRT face produced a high raster resolution of 1,024 × 1,024. According to company specifications: "Resolution: CRT spot size is 0.015" in center and less than 0.020" at edges." The actual graphics display area, unlike fixed working areas of other computer monitors, could be manually adjusted to a 12" × 16" rectangle, a 13" square, or a 15" diameter circle viewing area. The display generator incorporated a unique "look ahead" feature, which anticipated and processed new display information off-screen while the previous display file coordinates continued to display. This feature, similar to modern background processing, greatly reduced the regeneration processing time.
IDIIOM's CAD Software: IDADS
As modifications to hardware progressed, IDI simultaneously developed drafting software. Machover remembers: "We first expanded on the Varian's operating system to accommodate a graphics application. Of course, the next logical step was to build an application program. We called it IDADS." IDADS (Information Displays Automatic Drafting System) was the result of one year of software development. In his company's 1970 Annual Report, King boasted:
IDADS cuts drafting costs in half and reduces (drawing revision) turnaround time by ten to one. . . . Also, the equipment enables relatively unskilled personnel to produce high-quality, publication-type drawings. . . . IDADS (written in Fortran) is a complete, self-contained system. No added hardware/software investment is needed. It is a freestanding unit requiring no connection to a central computer. Besides IDADS, IDIIOM's complete software package included:
• a modified Fortran with graphic calls;
• a supervisory program or master operating system; • assembly language;
• diagnostics;
• special graphic subroutines for light pen tracking;
• text editing;
• grid line generation;
• mathematical subroutines; and • several demonstration programs.
King went on to point out: "The IDIIOM enjoyed a great deal of popular exposure during the year. It was featured on the David Frost and Virginia Graham shows and was seen in the network series San Francisco Airport."
IDIIOM's Applications
The IDIIOM found employment as an air-traffic control system directing San Francisco to Honolulu flights (see Fig. 4 ). In this configuration, IDIIOM employed two CRT tubes: one for graphic display of geographic data and another for alphanumeric display for flight strip data. Besides IDIIOM being used for air-traffic control, According to former IDI Vice President Olaf E. Brauner, the Public Service Electric and Gas (a Newark, N.J., utility) "used our IDIIOM for electrical power load flow analysis, and they are still using the software" (see Fig. 5 ). 
The Direct-View Storage Tube
One wonders why the sudden popularity of this emerging technology did not translate into the expected commercial success? Perhaps the answer lies in the unfortunate timing of the DirectView Storage Tube's (DVST) arrival. When the DVST arrived in 1967, it greatly reduced costs associated with standard computer graphics display monitors. In October 1967, Tektronix, Inc., announced it would deliver two low-cost CRT storage tubes, the Type 611 and the Type 601. Priced at $2,500 and $1,050, respectively, the Tektronix monitors were intended for use with timesharing systems. By comparison, even as late as August 1970, IDI's precision 21-inch CRT display sold for $18,000, and its low-end monitor sold for $11,000.
Tektronics had simply responded to customer demand. Since Tektronix Type 564 storage oscilloscope's 1963 introduction, computer scientists had cleverly employed the 564, or sometimes just its actual CRT alone, as an unrefined computer display in their time-shared computer systems. These customers accepted the trade-off of low display costs accompanied with high distortion levels and a mostly nonlinear representation of their vector graphics.
The DVST employed three key elements:
1) a low-power writing gun, 2) a high-energy flooding gun, and 3) a storage mesh placed against the CRT's phosphor-backed display.
The writing gun modulated the flooding gun's electron spray to create a display-forming charge pattern on the storage mesh. The flooding beam also served to project the charge pattern stored by a dielectric on the mesh onto the display. In this way, the DVST employed the CRT's phosphor-backed face only for display brightness and not for persistence or storage. 14 The new Tektronix display tubes still required input from a character generator, a keyboard, and some sort of communication interface reliant on buffer circuitry. The Tektronix arrangement, which was designed as an interface to a large mainframe computer, sold for as little as $7,000. By comparison, a typical buffered vector display at the time cost nearly four times more. By storing display information on the screen, the DVST eliminated expensive system display memory, such as required by IDI's memory-buffered displays. IDI chose not to integrate this new technology into its popular IDIIOM product line. This decision would mark the company's decline. How had IDI arrived at this decision? In the 1960s, computer graphic interactive input device performance depended largely on display sensitivity. Early interactive computer displays used phosphor-backed screens with slow-decaying luminescence. To approximate display storage, these monitors called on elaborate buffering circuitry to store the image-processing information for continual refreshment of the CRT's excitation beam. IDI had long struggled with these technical design problems. The company had produced a sophisticated system whose operational ease and technical capability eclipsed those of any DVST-based system. The DVST did not support extensive man-machine interaction, while the IDIIOM's operation had rivaled that of a modern CAD platform (see Fig. 6 ). As a result, IDI stood by its superior vector graphics product and quickly lost market share to upstarts like Applicon, which produced relatively inexpensive DVST-reliant CAD systems. Though the IDIIOM supplied a responsive user interface, an interface that modern CAD practitioners insist on having, IDI failed to appreciate its customers' concern for economy even if that bottom-line concern meant substandard computer graphics performance.
IDI's decision to stand by its superior, but more expensive system had not been an easy one. As Machover relates:
Those of us who came from a vector background thought the DVST stuff was dreadful. The DVST tube had no dynamic capability. It didn't have gray-level capability. You couldn't erase or edit characters or graphical entities: You had to erase the entire screen. (This screen erasure required a full 0.5 second to complete.) And then you had to wait a few seconds while the display regenerated. Sometimes the DVST screen just faded away, and you found yourself looking at a blank screen. And don't forget, you had to lower the room lights to see it.
And Machover reluctantly adds, "Its principle advantage was its price." The problem with the IDIIOM, as with all vector computer systems of the time, remained its base selling price of $70,000.
Conclusion
The 1967 IDIIOM was a complete stand-alone and self-contained graphics workstation offering a wealth of application programming innovations. It never relied on mainframe computer power. It arrived before other self-standing CAD platforms: before 1968's Adage Graphics Terminal, which specialized in structural graphics, and before IBM's April 1969 graphics stand-alone unit, the IBM 2265. (The Xerox Palo Alto Research Center produced the ALTO, the first microcomputer-based CAD system, in 1970.)
IDI had contributed enormously to the advance of visual computing. Its IDIIOM product had overcome and greatly reduced the four main hurdles confronting early CAD systems: 1) it relieved computer graphics applications from expensive mainframe computing time; 2) it designed and eventually reduced the high cost of interactive displays; 3) it produced reliable interactive input devices; and 4) it developed a stand-alone third-party CAD application software that ended the requirement for users to selfprogram graphic-related routines in machine language.
IDIIOM, with its small central computer and round-robin access from six interactive display consoles, became the paradigm for the graphics-based minicomputer that eventually ruled the CAD workplace during the 1970s and early 1980s. IDIIOM had perfected the man-machine interface and showed that computer-illiterate technicians or engineers could produce professional-quality technical documentation with little training. The IDIIOM had surely defined the path the CAD saga would follow. Unfortunately, IDI's Pestone had been right when he joked about the IDIIOM's slow sales, "IDIIOM was the cure for no known disease." The disease of demand for sophisticated vector graphics would emerge in the wake of low-cost digital memory.
